
 UNFAVORABLE on SB 839 

 

 This bill proposes creating mobile technology to track your COVID immunization record as a vaccine 

passport allegedly for admission to certain venues. I strongly oppose vaccine passports; we know that 

Annapolis will slow-crawl this to a mandatory mandate. Senator Rosapepe wants to break into 

children's schools and force-vaccinate Gestapo-style (as per Senate COVID hearing, May 2021). 

He's not fooling anyone. 

 

There is no Covid-19 vaccine currently available which effectively prevents infection or transmission 

of Covid-19.  This is why country after country are removing mandates, even Nova Scotia and the 

tyrannical lock-down island of England.  There is no public health justification for limiting access to 

any public spaces based on vaccination status and when Maryland was riddled with AIDS, caring 

parents couldn't even get restrictions on the carriers of AIDS for fear of offending sodomites.  What this 

is is is pathological favoritism...deciding which diseases you will take action based upon their political 

donations & sexual proclivities. 

 

Vaccine passports have not reduced Covid-19 prevalence or mortality rates associated to covid-19; but 

rather have increased mortality as “experimental vaccine” uptake increased. Don't try to tell us how 

these poisons are safe. Mandating a poison or a construct of a poison-delivery system, culture, 

coercion, or technology is assault and/or murder of the Maryland constituency.  This bill has the foul 

stench of Marie Antoinette. 

 

Either directly or indirectly, implementation of vaccine passports violate the fundamental rights of 

citizens to medical privacy and individual autonomy.  People note that several of you lawmakers have 

received substantial donations from the pharmaceutical industry. Senators are not delegates, true. 

Senators are also not Maryland's parents nor the lobbyist-arm of our nation’s business sector. It is not 

the job of Maryland's legislature to develop and promote this outrageous system.  One's medical 

information is one's own business and should not be used to discriminate and segregate citizens based 

on vaccine status. This is the pure Nazism of pasting yellow-stars on those who don't kowtow to 

Rosapepe's fear tactics. 

 

I propose if you pass these we also apply this to the LGBTQP sector - who, oddly, have a huge amount 

of buy-in to these experimental serums.  They clearly live in an immunodeficient state and are more 

prone to transfer of HIV as well as any weaponized flu-like viruses. That would be discriminating who 

can or cannot obtain services; but the LGBTQP's own talking-heads readily admit to said 

immunodeficiency.  This is what it looks like, Senators, when Maryland applies- “equally” and “with 

equity” - discrimination based on COVID “status”, sexual proclivities & vaccination status, especially 

when it comes to vaccines that are still only “Emergency Use Approved”. Funny how Lam's SB547 

was withdrawn, eh? 

The CDC itself has said that the vaccinated can both get and spread COVID virus. Many unvaccinated 

people have natural immunity which is cross protective, enduring and a benefit to the public. 

One's medical information should be protected information but we have seen repeatedly that 

"protected" information can be hacked. Vaccine passports have been withdrawn across the globe. They 

are unnecessary and represent a violation of personal freedom, privacy and health choice. 

Public funding would be used to develop and market an unnecessary program which lays the 

foundation for chilling government tracking, surveillance, divisiveness and control. 

 

vince mcavoy 

 


